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INTRODUCTION

What issues can cosmetic dentistry correct?
Do you really need to make a change or is your smile ne the way it is?
You ve decided that you want to make a big change in your smile.
How do you nd a dentist?
How can you make sure you love the nal result?

I ntroduction

I still regularly see clients from all walks

Yes unhealthy mouths are my bread

of life arrive at my practice and when

and butter I could just sit back accept

they open their mouth its clear they re

diagnose & treat the never-ending stream

oblivious to the poor condition of their

of decay and periodontal disease patients

teeth or gums. Or are in search to a

bring to my practice. Or I could put into

Forwards

solution to their problems or concerns.

words how my practice operates: team

A good smile is about how your smile works with the rest of you face

So why does this happen?

Perfecting and maintaining your smile is attainable for everyone
you just need the right information and education.

Why do so many individuals have less

educating & informing the consumer at

than the average smile in Great Britain?

every stage in the process. To you I give

work, high quality dentistry using cost
e ective reliable procedures & crucially

a simple book to educate and inform.
What makes a Beautiful Smile?
It is based on experience and is factual &

After 15 years in dentistry and 5 years
in aesthetic medicine, having travelled
the world and libraries in search of
the latest techniques, technologies
& advancement. It never ceases to
amaze me how few questions you the
consumer clients asks of their dentists,
doctors or professionals about the
maintenance of good dental health
and wellbeing.

All good questions & all that many

most of all truthful! The book is dedicated

professionals and consumers

to all the many patients, friends and

could debate all day!

educated professionals I have gathered

The answers multi-factorial really

over the years. These individuals either
educated me or trusted my advice and

 Lack of availability of service?

will have healthy teeth for years to come.

 Do we value a smile that

So enjoy the read!

is provided free?

Dr Tracey Bell BDS Hons

 Are Hollywood smiles
really the answer?
 Education yes an answer
to all lifes problems, Are you
the consumer educated?
And if so by whom?

AgePerfectingPointers
Dentistry is more than a
necessity it is a desire.

Cosmetic
Dentistry
You only need to turn on the TV or pick up a magazine
to recognise that Britain is certainly aspiring to the
perfect smile. But what is the perfect smile ?

today
dont know what the best solutions are,

problems, trying to salvage what we

where to nd these solutions and what

could as quickly as possible. This certainly

questions you should ask of your dentist.

wasnt how we would want to be treated,

This is where I can help.
A great smile can enhance a persons
physical beauty, but most importantly,
it can be life-changing, improve

A question which causes great debate.

So in conclusion you the patient certainly

Do you the consumer know what choices

know what dont like about your teeth,

you have and what exactly the risks and

which may be chipped, worn, discoloured,

the long term features and bene ts are?

missing or crooked. As a practicing

In Britain alone according to the BACD
(British Association of Cosmetic Dentistry)

Dentist I see regularly that you the patient

self-esteem and con dence.
When I started out in 1993 dental services
were still provided free or relatively
cheaply under the NHS. But 1-8 years
later and thousands of patients later I
came to realise I was providing a service
that I wouldnt want my self. My team
was merely re ghting decay and gum

so we converted to private practice
and it proved one of the best career
moves we as a practice ever made.
It meant we could perform treatments
that would last and o er the services of
specialist dental practitioners to ensure
the very best care for our patients.
The di erence choice, time and
education. Listening to the individual,
solving and preventing problems
plus providing the consumer with
information.



The value of a
beautiful smile
Its hardly surprising that given
the amount of information
or misinformation available,
there are so many misconceptions
and unrealistic expectations
surrounding cosmetic dentistry.
And with more and more dentists
marketing their practices as
cosmetic its dif cult to nd anyone
whose advice you can trust, which
is why I ve written this book.

We don t rely on

My patients know what they dont like

I ve created thousands of smile makeovers

about their teeth they may be chipped,

using crowns, veneers, whitening and

worn, discoloured or crooked - what they

implants. The aesthetic results can be

dont know is what the best solutions are,

fabulous for the patient, while for me

where to nd those solutions and what

the most satisfying result of all is seeing

Every £1.00 spent

questions they should ask of their dentist.

the life-changing e ects a perfect

on Dentistry the

smile can have on an individual.

public spend £630 on

photo shop we rely on
Skill, Belief & Truth.

This is where I can help.

cosmetic products.

AgePerfectingPointers
If your smile needs a
pick me up whitening
is often the solution.

AgePerfectingPointers
To enhance your

Whiten your smile

smile use a cool
based (blue based)
pink or red lipstick.

AgePerfectingPointers
The illusion of white
teeth can be as easy

tooth
whitening

as a fashion accessory.
Steer clear of brown
/ orange clothing,
which can make teeth
appear more yellow.

The colour of our teeth is in uenced by a

There are many di erent systems on the

number of factors such as tea, co ee, red

market, all of which will achieve some

wine, smoking, anti-biotics and also age.

degree of whiteness, depending on
the concentration of bleach, how the

Now there are many methods of enhancing
and whitening the smile for every lifestyle
and budget. This ranges from inexpensive
home bleaching, whitening trays to
professional in of ce laser treatments.

bleach is applied, the length of time the
bleach remains on the teeth, as well as
on the level of care taken in maintaining
the teeth after the procedure.
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Porcelain
veneers
For making teeth whiter, straighter,
more proportioned and tting in with
the facial structure, veneers could
be the solution to all your problems
the age perfector for the smile
They can be used to close gaps, x
chipped teeth, worn, discoloured
or misshapen teeth.
Yes they can be expensive, but veneers
are de nitely stronger, more aesthetic,
thinner, whiter and of course more natural.

AgePerfectingPointers

AgePerfectingPointers

The anatomy of beautiful

In some cases

teeth, the colour, shape

veneers or branded

and alignment of teeth

Lumineers can be

all contribute to the

bonded to teeth,

appearance of the smile.

requiring neither drilling
nor local anaesthetic.

Veneers
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Dental Implants
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Smile Makeover
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